The error: Patients step out of group for brief [5][6][7][8][9][10]individual visits with a provider with prescribing privileges, who provides medication management, orders and referrals, and patient-specific medical advice, i.e. curriculum, dose of intervention, frequency of sessions, visits with medical providers, and group size are consistent across study arms, and are thus not variables in the study.
After publication of our article [1] the authors have notified us that the title for Figure 1 was incorrectly captioned in addition it was noticed that the Interventions section contained two errors.
Originally published Figure 1 The error: Patients step out of group for brief [5-10]individual visits with a provider with prescribing privileges, who provides medication management, orders and referrals, and patient-specific medical advice, i.e. curriculum, dose of intervention, frequency of sessions, visits with medical providers, and group size are consistent across study arms, and are thus not variables in the study.
Should instead read: Patients step out of group for brief (5-10 minutes) individual visits with a provider with prescribing privileges, who provides medication management, orders and referrals, and patient-specific medical advice. Curriculum, dose of intervention, frequency of sessions, visits with medical providers, and group size are consistent across study arms, and are thus not variables in the study.
The original article has been corrected.
